Faculty and Teaching Staff

Per Urlaub, PhD
Professor of the Practice of Literature
Director, Global Languages

Senior Lecturers
Takako Aikawa, PhD
Senior Lecturer in Japanese

Eva Dessein, PhD
Senior Lecturer in French

Dagmar Jaeger, PhD
Senior Lecturer in German

Hee-Jeong Jeong, PhD
Senior Lecturer in Korean

Maria Khotimsky, PhD
Senior Lecturer in Russian

Haohsiang Liao, PhD
Senior Lecturer in Chinese

Lecturers
Javier Barroso, PhD
Lecturer in Spanish

Tong Chen, MA
Lecturer in Chinese

Cathy Culot, MA
Lecturer in French

Nilma Dominique, PhD
Lecturer in Portuguese

Panpan Gao, MA
Lecturer in Chinese

Emily Goodling, PhD
Lecturer in German

Masami Ikeda, MA
Lecturer in Japanese

Min-Min Liang, MA
Lecturer in Chinese

Wakana Maekawa, MA
Lecturer in Japanese

Leanna Bridge Rezvani, PhD
Lecturer in French

Mariana San Martín, MA
Lecturer in Spanish

Ana Yáñez Rodríguez, MA
Lecturer in Spanish

Kang Zhou, MA
Lecturer in Chinese

Professors Emeriti

Ellen W. Crocker, MA
Senior Lecturer Emerita in German

Isabelle de Courtivron, PhD
Professor Emerita of French Studies

Jane M. Dunphy, MA
Senior Lecturer Emerita in English Language Studies

Gilberte Furstenberg, Agrégation
Senior Lecturer Emerita of French Studies

Elizabeth J. Garrels, PhD
Professor Emerita of Spanish and Latin American Studies

James Wesley Harris, PhD
Professor Emeritus of Linguistics
Professor Emeritus of Spanish

Sabine Levet, MA
Senior Lecturer Emerita in French

Douglas Morgenstern, MA
Senior Lecturer Emeritus in Spanish

Edward Baron Turk, PhD
John E. Burchard Professor Emeritus
Professor Emeritus of French Studies and Film

Julian Wheatley, PhD
Senior Lecturer Emeritus in Chinese